Pneu-Dart’s G2 X-Caliber has become the best-selling, most accurate gas-based RDD projector ever built. 2018 earmarked the release of the X-Caliber 2nd generation supporting a hammer-forged 39” 304R stainless steel barrel.

**G2 X-CALIBER SPECIFICATIONS**
- Reduced noise level (Virtually silent at 7% quieter than incumbent)
- 39” Barrel made of 304SS dichromate steel minimizing any bore residue.
- Weight: 8 lbs (7% lighter then incumbent)
- 3 x 9 x 32mm scope
- RDD ranges are the greatest and the most accurate throughout the history of the company
- Delivers 0.5 cc P - 10 cc U RDDs
- Range 0-70 yards with 1 cc Type ‘P’ disposable RDDs
- O-rings are rated from -40 to 400º F.
- Limited Lifetime Warranty (including the case)
- Does not require an Federal Firearm License (FFL)

**WHAT’S INCLUDED**
- 2 boxes of 1cc practice
- 2 boxes of 12 gram CO2 cylinders
- Sling
- Empty refillable 3.5oz cylinder
- Quick change 12 gram adapter
- SKB hard case
- Manual
- Limited Lifetime Warranty (including the case)

*Proper remote delivery must be delivered to the O-Zone™ injection site. Pneu-Dart recommends consistently delivering an appropriate sized practice RDD to a six-inch target before attempting to deliver any medication remotely. The species neutral O-Zone™ is on the side of the neck forward of the shoulder.*